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for a non-cooperative game of n persons under uncertainty. They obtain existence conditions for the guaranteed solution in the class of mixed strategies (probability measures) and prove existence of such solution in mixed strategies under standard (for the mathematical game theory) restrictions, such as continuity of payoff functions and compactness of the sets of players' strategies. The researchers use a new method for construction of guaranteed solutions in pure and mixed strategies by reducing construction of a guaranteed solution to construction of a saddle point of a special convolution of the payoff functions.
Profs. Nodar Jibladze and Alexander Topchishvili present the paper "Monte Carlo application and gradient appliance for solving large scale linear programming problems: essence and laboriousness". They propose two iterative algorithms for solving large scale linear programming problems: the first one is based on the gravitation centers method, which in its turn widely uses Monte Carlo statistical test method, and the second one is realized on the basis of the constant step gradient method. Though the developed iterative algorithms are approximate, the authors recommend applying them when solving large scale linear problems, as they are characterized by simplicity of the algorithm and the program, high-speed performance, etc. The authors present some computational results and they assess the both algorithms with respect to a high-speed performance criterion and compare their high-speed performance with a simplex method.
Dr. Jasdev Bhatti together with Prof. Ashok K Chitkara and Dr. Mohit Kumar Kakkar from Punjab, India, present the paper "Stochastic analysis of parallel system with two discrete failures". They analyze two identical parallel units by using discrete distribution and regenerative point technique. They show that system reliability increases with increase in the rate of repair mechanism and decreases with a higher failure rate. It is important for a company following this system to provide better repair facilities to get more profit. The obtained results help to identify the inspection policy for repairs of different kind of failures, and assist to satisfy increasing development of highprecision technologies.
Prof. Galyna Dolenko together with Sviatoslav Lobach from Kyiv, Ukraine, present their paper "System and statistical approach of analysis and forecasting terrorist activity". They consider statistical analysis and prediction of the intervals between terrorist attacks. This study can help to predict next terrorist activities and consider counter-terrorism action plan. Proposed methodology has been illustrated on the examples of terrorist activities in Afghanistan, Algeria, India, Iraq, and the U.S.A on the statistical data for 2000-2010.
The problems discussed in the current issue enrich both statistical and operations research theoretical modeling and their practical applications in a wide variety of problems of modern science, business, and life.
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